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Project Summary
Inside today's vehicles ~4000 CAN-Bus signals/sec are processed in comparison to very few signals in smart phones
and alike. This large amount of continuously gathered vehicle data represents major big data business potentials, not
only for the automotive industry but in particular for cross-sectorial industries with interdisciplinary applications.
With today's proprietary approaches focusing on bringing services into vehicles and the applied ignorance of customer
privacy concerns, this major business potential is still locked because the automotive industry was not yet able to
establish an open service ecosystem equivalent to the ones in the smart phone industry.
The core intention of the AutoMat project is to innovate an open ecosystem for Vehicle Big Data, materializing in the
form of a cross-border Vehicle Big Data Marketplace that leverages currently unused information gathered from the
large amount of vehicles of various brands. The interface to the marketplace is derived from a Common Vehicle
Information Model that makes mined and anonymous vehicle data from various OEMs accessible to cross-sectorial
service providers. With the huge amount of volatile data from vehicles, the AutoMat ecosystem heavily builds upon
current trends in Big Data. Exemplary service scenarios, driven by service providers dedicated to generate concrete
businesses from the AutoMat ecosystem, are developed in the context of meteorological data based hyper local and
extended innovative enterprise service domains.
By defining an open value chain, the proposed AutoMat ecosystem enables and stimulates parties from different sectors to focus on their core businesses and to excel collaboration with other partners. AutoMat therefore may serve as
incubator for new business opportunities strengthening Europe's position as provider of innovative cross-sectorial and
cross-border Big Data services. The latter aspect is actively stimulated during the project by an Open Service Contest
based upon the AutoMat Big Data ecosystem.
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Document Summary
This deliverable gives an overview of the key AutoMat project objectives, challenging requirements, as well
as of the last status of the defined AutoMat solution concept. This is a public document, which presents the
aforementioned aspects in an accessible way for a non-restricted audience.
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Abbreviations
CVIM

Common Vehicle Information
Model

OEM

Original Equipment Manufacturer
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European Commission
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Research and Technological
Development
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European Union
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Software Development Kit
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Information and Communication
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1 Introduction
In reference to the addressed overall AutoMat system solution, the project WPs are structured as presented
in Figure 1. This overall WP structure covers a specific WP related with requirement specification and
overall concept definition (WP200) and three WPs addressing the detailed specification and implementation
of these concepts (WP300, WP400 and WP500).

Figure 1: WP200 provides basic input for development WPs 300-500.
As illustrated in Figure 1, Deliverable D2.2, Overall Innovation & Technology Transfer Concept, provides
key inputs for detailed specifications and implementations of project developments in the scope of WP300500. For this reason, the deliverable builds on results of System and Service Requirements (D2.1), which
provides a first rough definition of the AutoMat system concept, as well as an initial description of workflows
that sketch the envisaged interactions between key system modules at a high level.
This Deliverable D2.3 is the public version of D2.2, containing a description of the defined AutoMat solution
concept for general audiences. This description is in Chapter 2, Innovative AutoMat Solution Concept,
comprising the key AutoMat objectives, challenging requirements and last status of defined AutoMat solution concept, as well as in Chapter 3, summarising the objectives and key requirements of the brand-independent AutoMat Data Model – the Common Vehicle Information Model (CVIM).
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2 Innovative AutoMat Solution Concept
2.1

AutoMat Motivation and Challenges

Key motivation of AutoMat project is to give cross-sectorial industries access to continuously gathered
vehicle data, enabling to use the vehicle big data potentials which can be summarized as follows:


With its connected sensors and actuators a Vehicle represents a Mobile Sensor delivering about 4000
signals/10ms (only CAN-BUS)



The large amount of vehicle data for the “outside world” enables the building of new business services
representing major big data business potentials

Figure 2: The AutoMat Vision
Today, this major business potential is still locked since the automotive industry has not yet been able
to establish an open vehicle data based ecosystem - inspired by the smart phone and mobile internet
industry domain - that leverages such potentials. This situation is based on the following three major difficulties:
1. Current offerings in the connected vehicle domain are driven by OEM specific business approaches
to almost solely provide customer-centric services and are realized by proprietary solutions. The result
are brand-specific service solutions hindering long-term value creation by service providers due to fragmented environments and the lack of brand-independent vehicle data. Due to this high level of market
fragmentation, the situation today is characterized by far too complex and individual value chains resulting in economic inefficiency.
2. Connected vehicle services provided today primarily focus on the individual vehicle customer,
which inevitably results in privacy concerns. There is a lack of consideration how vehicle data may also
be used in other cross-sectorial contexts, which are explicitly not addressing the individual vehicle customer but provide other socially beneficial and economically relevant services. Overall, the customer's
legitimate privacy concerns in the context of connected vehicles are not sufficiently addressed and transparently communicated.
3. The associated risk of collaboration on vehicle data between competitive OEMs can certainly be
considered as one of the major obstacles, why such ecosystems have not yet evolved. However, in
order to retain and advance the leading position of the European automotive industry, it is essential to
leverage already emerging cross-border Big Data service solutions on a broader, brand-independent
scale.
As opposed to today's proprietary systems, which primarily focus on vehicle-driver-centric services bringing
services and content into the vehicles, the AutoMat project focuses on what vehicles and their data
can bring to the outside world (also see Figure 2 above and Figure 3 below).
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Figure 3: The vehicle as moving collection of sensors
Therefore, as key challenges, AutoMat has to overcome several obstacles by establishing a brand-independent Vehicle Big Data Platform, which has to face the following Challenges:






provide an attractive brand and service independent vehicle data pool to the outside world;
provide mechanisms to ensure data security and privacy;
enable the building of cross-sectorial services and related value chains;
enable Big Data analytics and correlation of vehicle data with data from other 3rd party data
sources;
establishing a win-win value chain

To achieve the challenging targets and to ensure that the AutoMat platform will meet main interests of all
value chain partners for the development, the following two aspects are of very high priority:



AutoMat data capturing challenges inside the vehicle:
o In respect to technical and economic constraints the data volumes transferred to the outside world should be bounded
AutoMat requirements on vehicle information to be provided
o The provided information to the outside world should be usable by a wide spectrum of
service scenarios (service independent data acquisition and representation)

Figure 4: Interest groups for vehicle sensor data usage
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By defining an open value chain, where participating industries can focus on their core businesses to excel
collaboration with other partners, the AutoMat project strengthens Europe's position as provider of innovative cross-sectorial and cross-border Big Data-based ICT services and ultimately may serve as incubator
for new business opportunities (also see Figure 4).

2.2

The Basic AutoMat System Structure

To overcome the stated challenges as starting point AutoMat takes as a basis the overall system concept
depicted in Figure 5. In general the AutoMat system structure can be divided in 5 basic modules detailed in
the text to follow, as well as their interactions.

Figure 5: AutoMat System – Component Decomposition
Proprietary Vehicle Data Sources
The first module represents the Proprietary Vehicle Data Sources, which has the main role to acquire the
vehicle data from the various vehicle buses (vehicle signals) and send them to OEM Backend (also see
Figure 6). In order to reduce the amount of information to be transmitted the vehicle signals acquired will
be pre-processed and aggregated. These vehicle data will be transmit to OEM Backend module according
to the transmission strategy defined by the OEM. To enable a flexible data acquisition process in respect
to upcoming adaptations of signals and data channels, the data acquisition process on vehicle level can
remotely configured by the OEM Backend.
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Figure 6: Proprietary Vehicle Data Sources
OEM Backend
In AutoMat, the OEM Backend represents the central data access point to the vehicles for thousands to
millions of vehicles of a brand. The OEM Backend module (also see Figure 7) will be based on proprietary
brand specific telematics platforms, interpreting and transforming proprietary OEM specific vehicle data into
physical vehicle information in reference to agreed owner permissions. Furthermore, the information will be
validated and masked to enforce privacy. Finally, the information is converted into the required quasi standard information representation of the CVIM (Common Vehicle Information Model) format and is published
to the owner’s cloud storage. The OEM Backend will also manage the configuration procedures for the data
mining at vehicle level, by providing vehicle specific data logger configurations.

Figure 7: OEM Backend
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Vehicle Data in the Cloud
AutoMat targets a cloud based concept for the storage of Vehicle Big Data (see Figure 8). Therefore, a
storage provider needs to setup and offer a certified data storage infrastructure. In general it is assumed
that various providers offer “data vaults”. The storage infrastructure has also to provide an application programming interface (API) to enable data reception from the OEM Backend as well as data access by the
Vehicle Big Data Marketplace. Furthermore, storage providers have to prevent data from unauthorized
manipulation, to ensure data completeness, as well as the trustworthiness of the data sources and the
protection of the privacy of data owners, etc.
The data are stored in a brand-independent, open and transparent data model represented by the quasistandard of the Common Vehicle Information Model (CVIM). However, the CVIM will not be a rigid, rather
representing a living data structure, where in reference to the needs of the service provider community the
amount of signals to be recorded as well as the type of measurement channels can be modified or extended. Therefore, the storage management must be able to handle an update of the CVIM.

Figure 8: Vehicle Data in the Cloud
Vehicle Big Data Marketplace
The Vehicle Big Data Marketplace (VBMP, also see Figure 9) is the central element of the AutoMat Concept
representing the mediator for all the actors involved in the flow of the data.
To the service provider side the Vehicle Big Data Marketplace provides a CVIM catalogue as well as statistical information on potential data availability to support their service design. On the other hand, in respect
to a service provider request to access specific vehicle information sets the VBMP has to identify the relevant data owners and manage their permission for the data access by the service provider.
The data provision to the service providers can take place in a pull or push mode. In the pull mode in case
of a data request the access authorisation will be checked and the relevant data storages identified. The
retrieved vehicle information from the storage cloud will be decrypted, verified, anonymised where needed
and delivered to the service provider. In the scope of these activities also an accounting of the data access
will be realised as reference for any billing process. In case of the push mode, the VBMP will have to
manage the push data subscription and change notification. All other activities to be realised by the VBMP
are the same as for the pull mode.
The Vehicle Big Data Marketplace has also to handle the certification of cloud vaults offered by the various
storage providers according to specified requirements, as well as to administrate the certified cloud storage
catalogue.
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Figure 9: Vehicle data marketplace
Service Provider
Once all contractual agreements for the data access by service providers have been arranged, for the
service run-time phase the service providers have to enable to bring brand-independent vehicle information
content to their worlds. A quick and easy access to the vehicle data offered by the marketplace is installed
valid for pull and/or push mode. Furthermore, the incoming vehicle information will be pre-processed covering features such as data cleaning, filtering, etc., transforming the vehicle information into service relevant
input information. On service provider side an integration of other big data information sources and the
vehicle information forwarded by the VBMP will happen and Big Data analytics concepts applied (also see
Figure 10). Based on specialized algorithms for the various services, the final service products are generated. These services may be offered at already existing portals (e.g. Apple App Store, Google Play Store,
etc.) in order to distribute their services and applications.

Figure 10: Service Provider
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Business Model Issues

This part provides guidelines to orient the business model of solutions like AutoMat. As a digital business
solution, it relies on business pillars which are inspired by the digital economy rules.

Digital business relies on new business rules
The Automat concept is not a usual innovative service: it is a data-oriented, multi-players service. Much
research in Economics and Management Science 1 has been done in the past decade which points that
those digital businesses do not behave like old ones.
Pricing, willingness to pay, cost, value propositions, value chains… all these elements are ruled by new
principles: multi-sided markets, network effects, platform mindset become the new key ingredients of winning business models.
The digital revolution allows the fast connection among every object, every people, and every business.
This creates the conditions for the adaptation of the principles of digital business models to classical industries like mobility. The digital technology adoption transforms existing hardware-based or service-based
business models, putting emphasize on players who are able to exploit the externalities among the various
sides of markets.
Let’s take the example of the pricing of a data (or a set of data) extracted from a pool of connected cars.
Usual pricing methodologies all rely on a stable comprehension of the perceived utility of the goods or
services, and on a stable comprehension of the costs. However, the perceived value of the data relies on
the ability of the potential customers to find ways to exploit them within their own business, which is heavily
variable and finally very hard to measure in the case of data platforms. Within the Automat project, the
willingness to pay / perceived value of the pilot data to the pilot clients is still under discussion, even one
year after the beginning of the project and the intense interactions among the members.

Sample of new rules
The service scale up dynamic is also quite specific, since data markets are mainly “winner takes all”
markets, the goal of a data platform is to become dominant, and attract more and more data suppliers.
The interaction between the clients and the complementors generates the called double sided effects. It is
a specific form of reciprocal attraction of the two groups, which generates costs and revenues flowing in
both directions, and not in one way direction as traditional markets. A user on one side will evaluate the
value of the platform by the number of users on the other side, and not only on the product or service at
the core of platform, which is a mean to the growing number of users. The networked effects allow platform
to generate and increase the return on scale. In markets submitted to these effects, to subsidize one side
of users might be the key to ignite the adoption of other user side (Eisemann, Parker, Van Astyne 2006).

Figure 11 Double-sided market externalities and network effects

1

See a selection of key publications, and also the MOOC that the IMT team launched on Coursera, which
was used in the course of the Automat project to present the key settings of a relevant business approach : https://www.coursera.org/learn/innovating-digital-world/ )
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The value proposition constantly moves. Every winning digital platform dramatically changed its offer and
identity several times compared to the initial vision of the “market fit”. Youtube was initially a dating platform,
Facebook an alumni website, Amazon a book seller (and now a webservice provider) etc. Digital competition emphasizes effectual strategies (Saraswati) and dynamic capabilities (Teece). Disregarding usual approaches of business model definition which invite to settle upfront all the parameters (value proposition,
revenue structure, cost structure, key partners,…) and work hard to achieve this business model, this new
mindset invites to launch an offer, build a minimum viable service, and quickly “pivot” the parameters responding to market reaction.
The value chain and key partners is wider than expected. The connected vehicle represents a platform
through which the car modified its role toward the car user and the environment. From transportation mean
to connection mean toward the external environment. From movement in a physical space toward movement in the virtual one. And with the presence of sensors, data capturing and transmission enabled by the
connection open another range of platform users to be connected to and typology of relationship. Through
the open availability of data packages and the technical standards establishment acting as connection
facilitators, the marketplace allows the participation of actors who previously couldn’t have access to hardware manufacturers driven technological platform. The ecosystem configuration appears to be wider than
the one considered at the project definition, and the mapping results in the following representation:

Figure 12: Ecosystem for Value Chain capturing
Table 1: Summary of the key success factors for digital business, compared to traditional business
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Industrial BM

Digital BM

Customer value

Well known, ex ante pricing

To discover, to build, customer
(B2B or B2C) do not know the
value before trying it.

Value proposition

Well set at the beginning

Evolving, based on how suppliers and customers « early
voice »

Suppliers

Can be incentivized upfront
since the price and cost are
given

Have to discover what is their interest to join the platform

Business dynamic

Prepare the perfect offer then invade the market

Grow fast, become necessary
and dominant, then monetize

Competition type

Competition among companies

Oligopolistic (winner takes all),
platform logic

Value Chain

Well defined following the perimeter of the « market », centered
on a defined good or service.

Crossing various markets, since
data and digital service can have
externalities for many players.

Some early considerations regarding the AUTOMAT business model
Keep it flexible - The consequence of the above is that to invite to keep the project business model flexible
as long as possible, and to use the early phase as a test to see which future value propositions, revenue
structures,… could be defined even at the end of the project.
Accepting to be unprofitable during the scale up stage? Digital strategies increasingly rely on being
“unprofitable” during its first months / years of existence, in order to rapidly attract these two “sides” of the
market, and afterwards to find a way of monetizing the platform. This means that “pricing the data” following
the usual methodologies (comparing cost and willingness to pay) is maybe not a good thing in the first
phase of the project, since cost will drop and value expand when the platform will scale up.
How to scale up? The consequence of the above is that specific questions have to be answered in order
to guarantee that the dynamic of the platform development start toward the scalability of adoption. The first
phase should be focused on creating incentive to join for complementors and clients, rather than being
profitable.

Figure 13: Dynamic of the platform development toward the scalability of adoption
What do we sell? At the beginning, “selling car data” could appear as clear. However, there are many
scenarios of bundling the data and selling them. Many options are under investigations within the project
and we should keep open the options based on early customers’ reaction and “voice”.
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Clarify the network effects – Since the final value repartition will come out the various externalities created
by the platform for each side of the market, the project tries to make clear about it. A first cartography has
been proposed (see below).

Figure 14: A first visualization of externalities created by the AutoMat platform

2.4

Utilisation Scenarios

A key assumption of the AutoMat concept is the fact that all vehicle data belong to the owner of the vehicle.
(However, there might be additional arrangements required between owner and driver and/or passenger of
the vehicle). Therefore, there have to be arrangements between the owner of the data and the service
provider as user of these data. To achieve a better understanding of the utilisation of the AutoMat Platform
the interaction of the vehicle owner and the service providers a virtual scenario will be will be outlined.
Let’s assume Mister X plans to buy a new car. He visits a car dealer and together they specify the configuration of the new car of Mister X. In the scope of this process the dealer also offers to Mister X the possibility that he can gain benefits when he permits that his vehicle data are recorded and that service providers
may have access to these data to create services. By an Apple App Store like portal the dealer explains
the service types and benefit potentials (e.g. based on a pay-back concept).
Mister X is interested to sell his data and together with the dealer they go through the list of the vehicle
signals and identify which signals under which constraints are offered to service providers. They also identify a first set of services Mister X is willing to allow the utilisation of his data. These initial agreements might
be refined by Mister X later. Furthermore, due to the fact that the vehicle data have to be stored in a certified
storage area, the dealer informs Mister X about potential storage providers (even the OEM may offer such
features). At the end contractual agreements for the permission of the data recording by the OEM, the
access right of service providers and booking of a storage area are arranged.
Taking the role of a service provider who wants to create a new service based on the utilisation of the
vehicle information stored in the storage cloud the following scenario might happen. With the idea of a new
service the service provider will analyse the data catalogue and the statistics (e.g. geographical referenced
amount of available vehicles) provided by VBMP. If the available vehicle information is satisfying, the service providers might design a new dimension of services based on the correlation of applied Big Data
sources and the innovative dimension of accessible brand independent vehicle information. The resulting
vehicle information needs the service provider will be forwarded to by an SDK to the VBMP as focal point
for the data access management. Furthermore, the service provider has to obtain from the vehicle owner
the permission of the usage of his data for the specific service. Here the already mentioned portal concepts
might be applied. Also this agreement on the information access has to be forwarded to the VBMP for the
access control. When all these arrangements are realised the run-time phase of the service operation may
start.
As already stated, the CVIM as a quasi-standard for the brand independent vehicle information can not
represent a rigid structure and content. If from the side of the service providers new requirements on type
of signals or measurement channels are emerging, which open new business opportunities for all partners
of the value chain, an adaptation of the CVIM will be required, which has a direct influences on the relation
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between data owner and service providers. First of all a board could be installed consisting of the OEMs
and the VBMP operator which might decide, in reference to the business opportunities, any adaption or
extension of the CVIM. In case of an agreement on a CVIM modification all contractual agreements for the
data acquisition, storage activities and the access rights of the service provider have to be adapted where
required and finally the data logging inside the vehicle has to be modified.
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3 The AutoMat Data Model - Common Vehicle Information Model
The main objective of the AutoMat data model is the provision of an OEM independent Common Vehicle
Information Model (CVIM). The key requirements are brand-independence, configurability and scalability.
To structure Vehicle Big Data two approaches can be used. The device-driven approach splits the data into
groups dependent on their source, in the automotive context e.g. per Engine Control Unit (ECU). A real
world example is the Common Information Model42 (CIM)
for IEC 61970 for electrical power transmission. The approach is suitable for raw data acquisition and provides an
easy mapping into groups for clear device structure. The
downside is the inconsistent device structure between different OEMs. Also this device based structuring does not
fit to a certain use cases.
A lot more suitable is the domain driven data structuring.
Here, the data is split into groups dependent on information categories. Figure 15 shows the five categories
used for CVIM structuring. Sensor data of different ECUs
is categorized into one of these categories, providing a
good structure for multiple applications including yet unknown use cases. In addition, pre-processing and mapping of the sensors is necessary. This can be done from
the sensor perspective in a bottom-up view or from the
use-case perspective in a top-down view.

Figure 15: Domain driven CVIM structuring

Before developing the actual data model itself, a requirement analysis has to be done. In case of the Common Vehicle Information Model (CVIM) objects and processes, which shall be observed within AutoMat
project, have to be defined. Therefore, in an iterative approach, which was started with a brainstorming and
followed by review meetings via conference calls, a list of phenomena has been developed. The phenomena are categorized into the five domains defined in Figure 15 above. The whole list serves as a basis to
build the CVIM on top. The list will continuously be updated, to keep track of newly observable phenomena.
In the next steps, the feasibility of the phenomena will be examined. Available sensor data signals are
mapped towards those phenomena. In accordance with the description of action, only key phenomenon
will be implemented into the early prototype of the CVIM (Milestone 2, Month 24).
The following table defines the list of phenomena. These listed phenomena can be used to describe observations that can be done by vehicles. They are a basis for the development of the Common Vehicle Information Model (CVIM). The table is grouped into five domains (see Figure 15).
Table 2: List of phenomena

Vehicle Domain

Environment

1

Identity

1

Road type

2

Dimensions (length, width, height)

2

Color of road and environment (trees green?)

3

Model

3

Slippery road condition

4

Fuel type (Petrol, diesel, electricity)

4

Curvature / Slope

5

Position

5

Road roughness

6

Heading

6

Snow cover

7

Speed

7

Salinity of road

8

Acceleration

8

Detection of parking lots

9

Electric Vehicle - battery load state

9

Skyview (trees/houses)

10

Electric vehicle - power consumption

10

Lane detection (location / geometry)

11

Electric vehicle - avg. power consumption

11

Obstacle free environment around the car

12

Combustion engine - fuel tank state

12

Road sign detection

13

Combustion engine - fuel consumption

13

Road side furniture

14

Combustion engine - avg. fuel consumption

14

Pedestrian detection
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15

Torque

15

Road construction detection

16

Engine RPM

16

Fog / visibility

17

Oil temperature

17

Defrost

18

Engine coolant temperature

18

Precipitation

19

Break pressure

19

Cloudiness

20

Oil pressure

20

Sunlight / radiation, light intensity

21

Tire pressure / TPMS

21

Temperature

22

Clutch pedal

22

Lightning

23

Accelerator pedal

23

Humidity

24

Brake pedal

24

Wind speed + direction

25

Headlights

25

Pollution of air

26

Brakelights

26

Emission instruction

27

Reverse gear light

27

Emissions type code

28

Front fog lights

28

Air recycling

29

Rear fog lights

29

Noise level around the vehicle

30

Rear fog lights

31

Windows open/closed status

1

General door lock

32

Rear window defrost

2

Warning lights activation

33

Wipers 'level'

3

Language setting

34

Air condition inside car - target temperature (level)

4

Navigation system / smartphone type and usage

35

Air condition inside car - temperature

5

Destination of trip

36

Air condition inside car - humidity

6

Origin of trip

37

Air condition inside car - pollution

7

Route

Driver & Passenger Domain

8

1

Tempomat usage

9

2

Adaptive cruise control (ACC) usage

10

Travel time (ETA and realization)
Position / Destination of neighbouring cars / motorcycles
Position (latitude / longitude)

3

Navigation system usage

11

Nb of e-vehicles per road segment per day

4

Smartphone usage

12

Traffic state

5

Refuelling behaviour

13

6

Driving behaviour

14

7

Parking behaviour

15

Next charging / fuel station
Length of trips for all vehicles reaching a given destination
Personal profile (regularly/periodically driven routes)

8

Shifting behaviour

16

fuel event

9

Stress levels

Navigation

Connectivity

10

Tiredness

1

11

Drunk Driving

2

GNSS - Number of Satellites by GPS/Glonas/Galileo/BeiDou/SBAS system
GNSS - Position Dilution of Precision (PDOP)

12

Entertainment system media type

3

WIFI - SSID / Network Identifier (passive detection)

13

Entertainment system usage

4

WIFI - RSSI per SSID (passive detection)

14

Entertainment system media type

5

WIFI - Security per SSID (passive detection)

15

Entertainment system radio channel

6

16

Number of occupied seats / fastened seatbelts

7

17

Position of seats

8

18

Language Settings

9

Cellular - Network and Provider Availability
Cellular - Received Power (GSM: RXLEV, UMTS: RSSI,
LTE: RSRP)
Cellular - Signal Quality (GSM: RXQUAL, UMTS: C/I,
LTE: RSRQ)
Bluetooth - Number of connected devices

19

Airbag deactivation

10
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Bluetooth - Types of connected devices

AutoMat
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20

Door lock

11

Network Latency

21

Smoking inside vehicles

12

Network Actual Data rate

22

Consumers of Energy inside vehicles
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